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Technology should improve productivity, not limit it
There’s never been a better opportunity to do more with less—particularly when
it comes to managing employee workloads, migrating legacy applications, and
boosting enterprise productivity. However, for IT directors and administrators
responsible for workspace management, the proliferation of smartphone and
personal device technology has made things challenging. Delivering company
applications, ensuring their interoperability, and maintaining security among a
plethora of hardware, operating systems, and browsers is near impossible.
So what are your options? As any IT administrator knows, developing
applications on native device operating systems isn’t practical due to multiple
mobile platforms and the continual development of new devices. Plus, serverbased solutions for client application delivery rely on inefficient technologies
and virtual solutions may require infrastructure redesign. When weighing your
options, consider the following challenges:

Lack of mobile delivery
With an array of operating systems spanning various devices, it’s imperative that an
application delivery solution meet the growing technology needs of your enterprise
without hindering productivity. Look for a solution that modernizes your application
delivery capabilities and offers a “written-once-for-everywhere” approach for
streamlined mobile access.

Costly legacy app compatibility
Traditional application delivery solutions claim to be able to work with legacy
applications yet fail to meet the evolving needs of your company, let alone your
budget restrictions. Server-based solutions can require a full desktop environment
per application session, while Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) solutions depend
on extensive planning, designing, engineering, and testing to be deployed. The ideal
solution should reduce your dependency on new application and infrastructure
development, extending the life of your legacy apps and reducing overall costs.

Poor defense against security threats
Desktop operating systems are vulnerable, and unfortunately, traditional application
delivery solutions run on them. By doing so, your organization can be at risk of
sophisticated malware designed to attack desktop operating systems like
explorer.exe. Consider a solution that’s immune to such attacks because its
server doesn’t run on susceptible operating systems.
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Improve workforce productivity and cut costs with
containerization technology
Designed specifically for Microsoft workloads, Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0™ is a
container technology that focuses on migrating both current and legacy end-user
computing applications to modernized infrastructure. Compared to traditional
solutions, Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 replaces the processes responsible for
inefficient desktop operating systems with a proprietary containerization service
that provides two primary functions:

Application Isolation
A Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 container holds all the individual files needed to run
an application, including any supporting libraries that the application requires. This
enables otherwise incompatible applications to coexist on the same server without
requiring full hypervisor-based virtualization.

Application Abstraction
By enabling desktop applications to run without the underlying desktop,
outdated services are replaced with Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0. The results are
twofold: overhead performance is reduced, increasing the number of sessions a
single server can run, and security threats and malware attacks are
consistently thwarted.
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Additional benefits of Glassware 2.0 include:
Improved workforce productivity with cross-device, virtualized apps
As part of its pre-verified packaged business applications, Sphere 3D Glassware
2.0 offers application delivery with full native functionality for any device. Plus,
professional services are offered for any applications which are not pre-verified.
With its unique containerization technology that removes Windows applications’
dependency on the underlying operating system, Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 helps
mobilize both new and legacy apps. As a result, apps can be deployed to almost
any end-user device without complex code, boosting productivity and
cutting costs.

Simple and cost-effective containerization
By providing many generations of application and browser backward compatibility,
Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 can extend the life of legacy applications. Significant
application performance enhancements also enable the use of older, less
powerful mobile devices without bogging down IT systems. Furthermore,
the breakthrough density of the Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 containerization
architecture is both cost-effective and highly scalable, opening up the business
case for mobilization of any business application. Consequently, IT teams can
lower end-user workspace computing costs. This is done through reduced new
application development and infrastructure, as well as streamlined administration
and support compared to traditional application virtualization approaches. The
result is a reduction of total cost of ownership by 75 percent.

Lowered risk of malware threat with enhanced security services
Because Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 containerization does not run the desktop
operating system, it reduces the potential attack surface that malware might
attempt to exploit. Specifically, the technology thwarts malware written
to attack explorer.exe, improving the overall security and integrity of your
business applications.

For more information about Sphere 3D and its alternate iterations,
G-Series in Microsoft Azure Marketplace and Exosphere Architected
Solutions on Microsoft Azure, visit our features page.
Learn more
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Seamlessly migrate line-of-business applications
and workloads to the Microsoft Azure Cloud with
Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0
Save time and money on new and legacy application migration and delivery with
the help of Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 and Microsoft Azure. With this partnership,
you can leverage the security, flexibility, and scalability of the cloud to support
application delivery needs across various devices. In addition to its ability to adapt
and integrate into existing company technologies, you can expect the following
benefits from a Microsoft Azure-hosted service:

Worldwide accessibility
Microsoft Azure runs on a global network of Microsoft-managed datacenters
across 26 regions, making it the best cloud service offered by Microsoft. With this
type of connectivity, Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 can run efficiently and perform
consistently wherever your system is located.

Data protection
As the first cloud provider to be recognized by the European Union’s data
protection authorities for its commitment to rigorous privacy laws, Microsoft
Azure continues to pioneer cloud data security. As a result, you can trust that
your business applications and data are safeguarded against threats.

Trusted cloud service
Designed to handle any type of workload, Microsoft Azure supports more than 66
percent of Fortune 500 companies. Whether you’re ensuring application mobile
delivery or streamlining workforce processes, Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 is backed
by the industry leader in cloud service—so your infrastructure is online all the time.

To learn more about Sphere 3D Glassware 2.0 capabilities and
functions, watch our short video.
Watch now
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